
Adapter 90° HDMI Male to Female Vention AIOB0 4K 60Hz Ref: 6922794747890
HDMI Adapter Vention AIOB0 90 Degree Male to Female (Black)

Vention AIOB0 90 degree HDMI adapter (black)
The Vention AIOB0 HDMI adapter is a versatile and practical image transfer tool that is a must for any modern home or office. Thanks to
its compatibility with a variety of devices such as laptops, computers and TV boxes, it facilitates the daily use of multimedia. Equipped
with a standard HDMI interface, transmission stability is guaranteed. What's more, the unique 90-degree design allows easy connection,
even in tight spaces.
 
Thoughtful design
The Vention AIOB0 HDMI adapter is an advanced device that superbly enhances the functionality of your equipment. By operating in two
modes - Dual Screen Mirror and Dual Screen Expansion - it allows extremely flexible image management. The Dual Screen Mirror mode
allows you to share the same image on several  devices,  which is  ideal  for  presentations or multimedia shows. Dual  Screen Expansion
mode, on the other hand, allows different images to be displayed on different devices, which dramatically increases work efficiency. The
adapter also offers support for 4K@60Hz resolution, guaranteeing excellent image quality.
 
High compatibility
The Vention AIOB0 is a reliable image transmission tool with wide compatibility. The device works perfectly with laptops, computers and
TV boxes, making it extremely versatile. It is equipped with a standard HDMI interface, which guarantees easy connection and stability. A
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unique feature of the adapter is its design built at a 90-degree angle, which allows for easy and convenient connection to devices, even
in tight spaces. The Vention AIOB0 adapter combines functionality and practical design.
 
	Manufacturer 
	Vention 
	Model
	AIOB0
	Resolution 
	4K@60Hz
	Material
	PVC
	Colour 
	Black 

Price:

Before: € 2.0049

Now: € 1.70
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